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Forward

In an effort to reopen Blue Lake for our community, we have
developed some procedures and protocols for our user

groups and guests moving forward. In this packet, you will find
information describing what Blue Lake will be doing to prepare

for you and your group AND what your role is as a group
leader in preventing the spread of the Coronavirus.

If there are any questions or concerns please do not hesitate
to reach out! We thank you for working with us during this
trying time. We can’t wait to see the great things that come

from your time here at Blue Lake!

With Gratitude,
The Blue Lake Staff



Blue Lake Responsibilities

● Any staff member showing signs of illness will be expected to
stay home until symptoms are no longer present

● Employees will wear masks when serving food, including dining
hall, s’mores, etc.

● We will disinfect every building used before a group arrives and
after a group leaves

● All cabins have a maximum occupancy between ½ and ⅔
depending on the cabin style, please call the office on specific
information about particular facilities

● Hand sanitizer will be available around camp
● We will disinfect high traffic surfaces/areas regularly including

door knobs, doors, and sports equipment
● We will place signage throughout camp about Coronavirus

prevention practices



Blue Lake Dining Hall Procedures

● Kitchen staff will follow all health department guidelines and
executive orders currently applicable and in effect.

● If multiple groups or camps are at Blue Lake at one time, groups
will have meals scheduled separately and surfaces will be
disinfected between groups

● Tables will be appropriately distanced and a total room capacity
set and enforced.

○ Oakwood Capacity: 182 (230 Including Overflow Room)
○ Pinewood Capacity: 96

● The staff will wear masks while serving.
● We will not have a self-serve salad bar. Instead, we will serve a

salad with meals.
● Disposable or single serve items will be utilized whenever

possible.



Your Group’s Responsibilities

● Instruct any potential participant that has shown signs of
respiratory illness in the past 2 weeks or has come in contact
with someone who has shown symptoms needs to stay home.

● Temperature check your participants before you arrive at Blue
Lake (less than 100.00 F required) are recommended, anyone
with a fever is to stay home.

● Masks are highly recommended in the common spaces of camp,
especially in the Oakwood Lodge due to the narrow hallways
and closer quarters

● Monitor and enforce personal distance between your group
● Unvaccinated guests are highly encouraged to wear masks

whenever possible as recommended by the CDC.
● Instruct your participants on hand washing, coughing and

sneezing best practices.
● Inform Blue Lake staff of ANY potential respiratory illness on our

property immediately.


